Week 3
Findings and Reporting

Security Analysis Critical Thinking Framework
Elements
of Thought
Covered Today

Modified from the
Elder & Paul (Nosich)
Critical Thinking
Framework from the
Foundation for
Critical Thinking

Use of this
framework helps
overcome
cognitive biases
and other thinking
problems

Bottom-Line-Up-Front: Week 3
This week, through the Elements of Thought covering
Conceptualization, Alternatives, Inference/Interpretations,
and Implications/Consequences, we see how the analyst
reaches their findings and prepares their reports.
The National Security Analysis Worksheet (available on
the Osher Institute website) provides the framework for
completing a critical thinking project.

Conceptualizing your thinking is mainly about Modeling—there
are three main types of models
 Structural causal models – offer that one or more independent

variables cause or lead to changes in a dependent variable

 Process models – identify process steps leading to an outcome

(Systems & Network Analysis included here)

 Agency models – decision-making models based on psychology

theories of cognition, motivation, emotions, and rational choice

All types of modeling also include
defining concepts and lead to
alternatives (hypotheses, scenarios,
etc.) the analyst will later test using
data, logic, and reasoning

Sample Structural Causal Model
Question: Will states A and B (dyad) go to war?

Where:

Independent Variables

Y1 = war or no war
X1 = type political systems
X2 = type economic systems
X3 = proximity
X4 = ongoing rivalries
X5 = alliances

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5

Dependent Variable

Y1

Y1 = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + b5X5 + E
Geller & Singer “Nations at War.” Above is both a meta-theory and comparative theory

Ishikawa or Fishbone Diagram
Used in more complex
structural models and
also in process models
to “peel the onion”

Y = Final
Outcome

General Causes (bones): Methods, Manpower, Mother Nature, Materials,
Measures, Machinery or other causal factors which influence the Outcome

Source: Clark (2013),
Intelligence Analysis, A Target
Centric Approach (4th ed.)

Sample Process Model

Another Process Model Example

Source: Clark (2013),
Intelligence Analysis, A Target
Centric Approach (4th ed.)

Sample AGENCY Model:
Prisoner’s Dilemma
Prisoner’s Dilemma is a
frequently used Game
Theory model emerging from
Rational Choice Theory.
This model has a number of
uses in security analysis as
the “prisoners” may be
anyone, including heads of
states who instead of having
strategies of “confess or
remain silent,” have
strategies of “war or no war.”
Model Assumptions: 2 players, each player has the same 2 strategies
(choices), players do not communicate, players have utilities for each
strategy depending on other player’s selection.

Another Agency Model: Chicken
Cuban Missile Crisis: USSR versus US

Naval
Quarantine

Invasion

Model Assumptions: 2 players, each player has 2 different strategies
(choices), players may or may not communicate, players have
utilities for each strategy depending on other player’s selection.

Another Agency Model:
Probability Decision Tree
 Question: Should a special forces team be deployed to save hostages?
Hostage deaths
0.4 all
Hostages
booby-trapped
Team locate
hostages
0.9 yes

0.3 yes

.108

0.2 none
.054
0.2 all

0.7 no
0.1 no

0.4 some

.108

0.2 some

.126
.126

0.6 none
.378

Probable
Results:
All die:
.234
Some die:
.234
None die:
.432

Alternatives
Definition
Alternatives are other possibilities,
options, choices, scenarios, etc., which
apply to all the elements. Alternatives
are especially important in developing
potential answers to your question or
potential solutions to your problem.
Important in all analyses, alternative
development is crucial in National
Security problem solving and
decision-making.

Developing Alternatives
 Develop alternatives from the Information

Search, Situational Context, Modeling,
i.e., Informed Brainstorming
 Also use Creative Thinking Techniques:
 Fusion (outside objects)
 SCAMPER
 5W’s + 1H (Probing Six Questions)

Creative Technique: FUSION

 Fusion with Outer Objects
 Define your challenge (Purpose and Question).
 Think of an outer object unrelated to your challenge.
 Write down characteristics of the unrelated object.
 Compare the characteristics to your challenge and
develop new and unique ideas.
 Use for making connections between unrelated items

to generate new ideas or alternatives.
 You may have to use several unrelated objects before
you create enough workable ideas to meet your
challenge (problem, question, etc.).

Example of Fusion
with Outer Objects
 Challenge: Assume you

are assigned to improve
U.S. Army field
uniforms, which have
not been updated in over
40 years. You want to
develop some creative
ideas to assist with your
project.

 Pick a random thing or

object that seems totally
unrelated to your
challenge. For this
example we will use an
elephant. So ask:
 What does it look like?
 What does it do?
 Where is it found?
 How does it function?
 What is special about it?

Example of Fusion
with Outer Objects (cont.)

 An elephant is strong. Can you exploit the attributes of






“tough” and “durable” while making uniforms?
An elephant has thick skin and can survive in both hot and
cold climates. Can you make all-climate uniforms that still
allow good soldier mobility in any weather?
Some elephants live in rain forests. Can you create waterresistant uniforms?
Elephants have tusks. Can you make uniforms that improve
a soldier’s ability to defend themselves?
Elephants are often used as “beasts of burden.” Can you
make uniforms that improve the soldier’s ability to carry
weapons and equipment?

Creative Technique: SCAMPER
 Substitute—can I replace the process, procedure, approach, product








service, materials, ingredients, place, people or design?
Combine—can I mix ideas, products, resources, materials or
functions?
Adapt—can I copy, emulate, or incorporate ideas, processes, concepts
or features?
Magnify—can I add, increase, duplicate or exaggerate the value, idea,
feature, function, size or frequency?
Put to other uses—can I use the product, service or idea for something
else, for other people, other occasions, other markets, other industries
or in new ways?
Eliminate—can I divide, decrease, subtract, delete, compact or omit
the process, situation, function, or idea?
Rearrange—can I change the arrangement, process, sequence, order,
pace, pattern, schedule, or components?

SCAMPER Example: Substitute
 Can I replace or change any of the parts of a product or service?
 Can I substitute someone who is involved in the situation?
 Can any process involved be changed or replaced?
 Can I change ingredients or materials of the product?
 Can the same product or service be provided elsewhere?
 Can I change its shape, size, color, texture, packaging, or name?
 Can I change my feeling or attitudes towards it?

Creative Technique: 5Ws+1H
 Use as a fine-tuning technique after using FUSION and/or

SCAMPER—but is also useful in other thinking situations.
 Determine your best ideas.
 Use what is known as the “Probing Six Questions” by
asking of each idea: What? When? Where? Who? Why?
How? Example questions:
 What can we change?
 When will it be offered?
 Where will it be offered?
 Who will it be for?
 Why should we change?
 How will it work?

Interpretation and Inferences
Definition
Interpretations and inferences are
the findings you come to in your
analysis. Inferring is what the mind
does in figuring something out.
Thousands of techniques exist for
developing interpretations and
inferences, ranging from qualitative
methods (e.g., logical argumentation)
to quantitative methods (e.g., math,
statistics).
Here we look at pros-cons-fixes, outcome matrixes, and logical argumentation

Pros-Cons-Fixes (PCF):
The Benjamin Franklin Technique
 For each Alternative :
 List all Pros (based on evaluation factors selected)
 List all Cons (based on evaluation factors selected)
 Review & Consolidate Cons, Merge and Eliminate
 Neutralize as Many Cons (create Fixes) as possible
 Compare Pros & unalterable Cons for all Alternatives
 Pick Best Alternative

Alternative:
Evaluation
Factors

Pros

Cons

Fixes

Outcome Matrix Analysis
Evaluation Factor

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

Evaluation Factor 1
(Cost/Benefit, etc.)

+

+

-

Evaluation Factor 2
(Equity/Practicality , etc. )

+

-

-

Evaluation Factor 3
(Legal/Ethical, etc.)

-

+

+

Evaluation Factor 4
(Politically Accept., etc.)

+

-

_

Total Scores

1 inconsistency
(best solution)

2 inconsistencies

3 inconsistencies

Alternative with least inconsistencies (evaluation of -) usually best solution. Instead of a +/- evaluation
you can also use a scale of C (consistent), CC (very consistent), I (inconsistent) or II (very inconsistent)
or numerical evaluations or ordinal scales (High/Medium/Low, etc.) as best fits the analysis.

Developing Evaluation Factors (Policy Analysis)
 Effectiveness: seek to answer the question or solve the problem?
 Efficiency:
 seek to maximize net benefits, maximize sum of customer happiness
 consider customer willingness to pay for policy alternative based upon
current resources
 calculate cost effectiveness and Benefit/Cost analyses
 Equity and Practicality:
 assess equity to all players (customers, clients, others, etc.)
 when faced with conflicting criteria in weighting assessment factors: let
client choose
 assess legality of alternatives
 appraise political acceptability of alternatives: determine if there is too
much opposition and/or too little support
 consider robustness: great in theory, but what about practice
 do you wish to maximize results according to a certain criteria, or is it more
of a satisfying results you desire
Source: Modified from Bardach (2009)

Recommended include Implications and Consequences in Matrix

Outcomes Matrix-President Obama 2009 Decision on Afghan War
Alternative
1: 10,000
Troops, train
Afghan Army &
Police to
conduct CI, no
deadline
(status quo at
end of Bush
Admin.))

Alternative
2: 30,000
Troops conduct CT,
train
Afghans, 2
year
deadline

Alternative
3 : 40,000
Troops train Afghans
, conduct CI,
no deadline
(DOD initial
request)

Alternative
4:
85,000 Troops
– train
Afghans ,
conduct CI, no
deadline
(DOD
secondary
request)

1. Send Political
Message

N

Y

N

N

2. Politically
Acceptable

Y

Y

N

N

Evaluation
Factors

3. Mission
Effectiveness

train Afghans,
but no increase
in CT or CI

train Afghans,
but will use
CT not CI

train Afghans,
min. req. for
long-term CI

Augmentation
for long-term
CI

4. Cost Benefit

$250B for 10
years

$15B over 2
years

$100T over 10
years

> $200T over 10
years

Decision

X

Prior to 9/11—Counterfactual ACH Analysis: What will
be the most likely type of Al Qaeda attack on the US?
Competing Hypotheses
Evidence/
Eval .Factor
Al Qaeda
Goals
Weapons
Capabilities
Information
Structure:
command &
control,
surveillance,
etc.
Risk Aversion
to own Al
Qaeda Forces
Unintended
Consequences
(i.e., reactions
from US or
other states)
Total Score

1. Explosives
Source/Type
Al Qaeda
public
statements
Intel
Reporting
Assumption
(based on
previous
attacks)

Assumption
(past suicide
attacks)
Assumption
(e.g. no
reaction after
USS Cole
attack)

Credibility
High

Relevance
High

C

2. Aircraft
Hijacking
C

3. Nuclear
CC

4. Biological/
Chemical
CC

Medium

High

CC

C

II

I

Medium

High

C

C

I

C

High

High

C

C

C

C

Low

Low

C

C

II

I

0

0

5

2

Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH)

Implications and Consequences
Definition
Implications and Consequences are
claims or truths that logically follow
from your findings or conclusions.
Implications follow from thoughts.
Consequences follow from actions.

Consequences are often classified as
first, second, or third order effects
In policy analysis this element is usually
addressed while developing a project
implementation plan

Consequences:
Cascading Threat Example
Start of World War I

Archduke
Ferdinand of
Austria-Hungary
assassinated by
Bosnian Serb
June 1914

Alliance Driven

Alliance Driven

Action Driven

Austria –Hungary
declares war on
Serbia, Germany
joins on A-H side

Germany declares
war on Russia,
France & Great
Britain join with
Russia

United States
declares war after
Germany starts
unrestricted UBoat warfare

August 1914

April 1917

2nd Order

3rd Order

July 1914

1st Order

War ends with 20
million deaths (9
million military, 11
million civilians)
and 20 million
wounded
November 1918

Final
Outcome

To evaluate the quality of critical
thinking, we must apply standards.

Standards ensure quality of the written or oral communication of your analysis.

Intellectual Standards to Assess Thinking
and Prepare Written/Oral Reports

 Clarity – Could you give example(s)?
 Accuracy – How could we verify facts?
 Precision – Could you give more details?
 Relevance – How does analysis

relate to the problem?

Intellectual Standards to Assess Thinking
and Prepare Written/Oral Reports (cont.)
 Depth – What are the complexities of this problem?
 Breadth – Do we need to consider
other points of view?
 Logic – Does this all make sense together?
 Significance – Which of the facts/problems is the most
important?
 Fairness – Do I have a vested interest in the issue?

Likelihood and Confidence Levels
Likelihood Scales for assessing the findings & recommendations
almost no
chance
remote
01-05%

very unlikely

unlikely

highly
improbable
05-20%

improbable
(improbably)
20-45%

roughly even
chance
roughly even
odds
45-55%

likely

very likely

probable
(probably)
55-80%

highly probable

almost
certain(ly)
nearly certain

80-95%

95-99%

Confidence Levels for assessing information sources & analysis quality
High Confidence generally indicates that judgments are based on high-quality information from
multiple sources or from a single highly reliable source, and/or that the nature of the issue makes it
possible to render a solid judgment.
Moderate Confidence generally means that the information is credibly sourced and plausible, but
can be interpreted in various ways, or is not of sufficient quality or corroborated sufficiently to warrant
a higher level of confidence.
Low Confidence generally mean that the information’s credibility and/or plausibility is questionable,
the information is too fragmented or poorly corroborated to make solid analytic inferences, or there
are significant concerns or problems with sources.

Preparing Security Analysis Reports: Written and Oral

Avoid employing
informal logic
fallacies in building
arguments!

Security Analysis Critical Thinking Framework
Elements
of Thought

Modified from the
Elder & Paul (Nosich)
Critical Thinking
Framework from the
Foundation for
Critical Thinking

Final Report/Project
Implementation

Use of this
framework helps
overcome
cognitive biases
and other thinking
problems

National Security Analysis Worksheet on Osher Institute Website

Please give our classroom host and
assistant a big hand!
I hope you enjoyed the course!

